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eils between the worlds are now
very thin. We used to light Samhain
fires to honour our ancestors;
now we cut scary faces in pumpkins and illuminate them with candles, set
them on our window sills. We used to leave
food on doorsteps for the wandering dead;
now we hand out candy to demanding little
goblins, witches and ghosts. We set off
fireworks to frighten away scary spirits, just
as we did years ago with flaming torches.
Here in Ontario, Grain Mother has
become Crone Mother, watching over
Her barren fields. My bare garden is wellprepared for its winter rest, only the fir
trees paint a memory of green. Squirrels
and chipmunks race for the last nuts and
seeds, storing them in their holes in the
trees. Crows call out urgently. Coyote calls
are clearer in the starry silence, especially
after a kill when delighted youngsters yip
betrayal to the farmers. Soon snow will
blanket it all, and hibernation will begin. As
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always, an air of anticipation accompanies
the turning of the wheel.
This Samhain,Triple-Goddess walks the
land in velvet-deep darkness that cloaks us
earlier each night. With each coyote cacaphony, I imagine Hecate, one of the oldest of
Crone-Goddesses, watching over tricksters
playing in the shadows. Hecate’s followers
once talked to the same stars and planets
as I do; they were answered by the baying
hounds who accompanied Hecate on Her
death-watch. When the coyotes howl outside my window, do they recognize Hecate
striding across our twenty-first century
landscape? I wonder if She still lingers at
the crossroads of our journey-making, both
inner and outer? Is She guiding the millions
of refugees as they make their way through
so many obstacles as they descend into
despair and hope? Is She guiding them to
a safer path as countries build high barriers
against them? I wonder if Her strength beckons them on, finds them gateways, imbues
them with courage. Yes, we follow their
journey and know that She is there. She will
reveal what is now hidden to us.
This Samhain, Triple-Goddess walks
the land in its bareness, over dry stalks,
fallen leaves. I imagine Demeter, MotherGoddess of agriculture, waiting at the gate
of the Underworld, mourning the loss of her
daughter. Plant energies pull downward into
the earth and mourn with Her. We know She
is here for our land is barren, we see Her grief
in its wasteland. We all wait for Persephone’s
return. And many of us grieve with Demeter.
I remember friends who have died this year,
especially a young man who brought delight
to our village with gardens he designed so
lovingly, colour-bursts of dahlias, roses,

peonies. As we left his memorial, we were
surprised at the sudden cold Autumnal greyness outside, because Springtime had shone
for an hour when sanctuary-memories were
told: flower beds, in sunny photographs, lilting tunes. Yes, we walk the desolate land and
know that She is there. She will reveal what
is now hidden to us.
This Samhain,Triple-Goddess walks the
Under-Land as She descends on a journey
only She can make. I imagine Persephone,
Maiden-Goddess, groping Her way downward through muck and monsters, challenging Her fears, hopeful of the time when
She can rise again to give birth to the Sun,
when Demeter will rejoice, and seeds will
flourish and life will return to the earth.
My daughter too is descending on Her
own heroine’s journey; the Demeter in me
grieves for my loss and her safety. I must
be conscious of nourishing the ground of
being within me, use this dark time to manifest beauty in words and colours, music
and ideas. Demeter leaves the earth alone
to compost richly, as it prepares the land in
honour of our daughters. We cannot rescue
them; we have to trust that they will return,
trust Spring will return. Yes, we walk with
empty arms and wombs and know that She
is there. She will reveal what is now hidden
to us.
On Samhain, we ask Triple-Goddess,
Maiden, Mother and Crone, for guidance in
our descent, for nourishment in our hibernation, and for loving support in our return.
May She help us find home beyond the
search, and love beyond the hope.
Blessed Be.
Roz Bound, Conference Elder

Cerridwen’s Cauldron
Cycle
a journey to our Dark Mother
by Brytt Baganz-Dickinson

A

t this time of Calan Gaef, when the wheel turns towards
the inward journey of our soul, maybe for the first time,
maybe one of many times in this and other life times,
we once again face our darkest shadows and we hold
a reckoning. How much have we already learnt about our shadow
Self, about the woundings we have unwittingly received and are
holding on to? How much do we understand, how much has been
forgiven, integrated? We need to let go of damaging emotions,
attributes and attitudes that blight our lives, that are of no use to
our spiritual development, that are keeping us from finding our bliss.
A great number of people I speak to at this time of year live in
dread of it. The descent into the dark half of the year, the cold, the
retreat into our homes resulting in possible loneliness, the time of
remembering loved ones, recently passed, once again re-living the
pain of their death. Facing the Crone Goddess, for most a symbol of
lost youth, of a short lifespan, gone too quick. A picture of human
frailty, the unstoppable march towards death. The fear of oblivion,
of dissolution of the Ego. And yet, this is my favourite time of year,
a sentiment I share with quite a few people. Maybe, after you have
read this, you are one of them?
At this time of Samhain, our Dark Mother beckons us to
approach Her dark cauldron, allowing us to peer into its vastness,
its transforming liquid changing from a rolling boil to a smooth
surface, a dark mirror, allowing us to see our shadows, of allowing
us to become aware of our healing needs. As women we are drawn
to the dark, we come from it and we hold it within us. It is familiar

to us. The darkness heals and nurtures us. We use it to find self
awareness, self reliance, to reclaim all the strength we have wasted
on unnecessary worry and negativity. Cerridwen does not judge
us, She herself has faced that mirror, Her concern is to lead us to
understanding and wisdom, to help us build resilience against our
triggers that activate our woundings.
Once you have found and built on your connection with
the Dark Mother, you become aware of Her care for you. She is
watching over you, ever present, sending impressions, images,
feelings of being loved and protected, and guidance to negotiate
the, sometimes, rocky terrain of life.
We are advised by Her not forget that Cerridwen is also the
Mother of the Awen, the Divine Inspiration that flows through all of
our lives. Her cauldron is an ancient symbol of the power of rebirth,
of renewal, of change, and transformation. We don’t have to live
with our misconceptions of what is right for us; with the mistakes
we made, the guilt and shame we felt and perhaps still feel. We
have the chance to start afresh, with new ideas and a renewed sense
of self worth.
Each cycle we revisit what once hurt us, we rejoice in having
overcome, we celebrate our courage and our resourcefulness, what
we have learnt about ourselves and our relationship and connection
with the world around us. As we find solutions to handling our
shadow and resolving our issues, we open our heart space and
let it be filled with Cerridwen’s light and love. Here is no strict,
judgemental Crone, fierce and frightful. Her’s are the eyes and arms
of a loving mother, welcoming home Her children, wiping our tears,
soothing our brows, promising us that ‘this too shall pass’ and ‘all
will be well again soon enough’.
For me, Her cauldron is a symbol of hope, that is why I look
forward to this time of year. We go inwards, we rest without
worrying that we may be missing out on some fun, we recuperate,
mull over all we have achieved this year, what still needs to be
addressed. We know that this cycle is a spiral, that once we start
again we have another chance to improve, find our inner balance,
our centre and Her divine presence within it. I doubt that anyone of
us will ever feel like a finished being, pure perfection, but for now
we may look back over the last cycle and appreciate all that we
have managed to resolve and evolve. In time we will be using what
we have learnt to restart our journey into the light at the Winter
Solstice and another revolution of the cycle. Until then, journey
with love and blessings – Bee.
Brytt (Bee) Baganz-Dickinson is a Priestess of the Goddess, Priestess of
Cerridwen and teacher of the Cerridwen’s Cauldron Cycle Training. More
information on the training at www.llanelligoddesstemple.co.uk.
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Goddess has been guiding
many of us over the past few months
to seek ways to help heal the many layers of
wounds inflicted to individuals and the community as a
whole. Many communities here in the UK and also around the
world have also been in similar situations. For my part I re-claim some of
the Old Ways of seeking resolution. This is what I received from Goddess in
the wee small hours when the veils were thin …
“I am seated in a held, sacred space. The circular walls of this space cannot be seen
with the naked eye, as it is spaciousness itself. My feet are bare, legs folded underneath
my body. I am kneeling. My body wrapped in animal skins and rough cloth. In my hands I
hold a white clay pipe, with white dove and swan feathers hanging like droplets connecting
the energies of the Cosmic Sky to Earth Mother. This is a Peace pipe. I look around the circle.
There are many faces, some old and cracked, weathered with the passing of time. There is a babe
in arms suckling contentedly at its mother’s breast. There is an energy of uncertainty, and anxiety.
I invite them to speak, to share from the heart what needs to be said. An unburdening of what
has been carried, (for some a lengthy passage of time) hesitantly stumbles out of a dry mouth,
until safety and confidence is felt. Truth flows. As each person is witnessed and heard, the
web of healing beings to tangible unravel. Goddess healing energy is present in this space. A
doorway of hope is opened and resolution found.”
I am constantly humbled by the way Goddess works, through us all. I hope this may
inspire others to do the same in their own communities. “She changes everything She
touches … touches everything She changes.”
The Resolution Circle meets, on request, in the Goddess Temple. Seated
are Marion Van Eupen, Luna Silver, Angie Twydall and Mike Jones, who are
all part of the vision and co-creation. For more information please
contact Luna Silver by email lunasilver@hotmail.co.uk
Angie Twydall, Priestess of Rhiannon

and engage all aspects of our own personality and
community whilst accepting that in different circumstances
and times some Morgens will step forward and others will move
into the mists.
An Oracle is advice or prophesy from Goddess via the
mediumship of a Priestess or Priest in response to a question. In the
by Mary Bruce
Morgen’s case, Goddess is also an aspect of the questioner as the
Morgen is a veil between the inner and outer realities of life. The
Within the Glastonbury Goddess Temple are nine figures, often utterences of the Oracle maybe be nonsensical, obtuse or difficult
found in a circle creating a safe, sacred space for meditation, for the rational mind to discern. The Oracle does not only speak to
contemplation and reflection. They have been described as ‘spirit mind however, but to the Self that understands symbols, song, play,
wrapped in wicker’ and carry the energy of the Nine Morgens of touch and love. Thus the Morgen is mirror, the eyes and voice to
Avalon. These sisters have been part of many ceremonies over the Soul, each in Her Season and together in Sisterhood They turn the
years, witnessing joy and sorrow, power and fear, release and anger, Wheel of Life.
abundance and loneliness, chaos and order. They have been up
As Oracles the Morgens interpret our inner weather and this
the Tor, to the Goddess Conference and to many venues around amongst their other individual qualities is a sacred space that I
Glastonbury, weaving their way between trees and shops, getting would like to explore with you on the Morgen evenings starting on
entangled in market stalls and memories, dancing their magic November 7th in the Goddess Temple with the Morgen of Samhain
around Avalon.
– Mazoe. We will journey to meet our inner Morgen of the Season
The Morgens wear masks in their wicker form and they have and share our experiences of Her before approaching Her as Oracle.
many forms – sky dancers, animals, trees, weather, crows and Admission is by donation to the Temple.
moon-browed Priestesses. They are also you and I, for these
shapeshifters are the outer forms of our inner realities – our soft Mary Bruce is a Medical Herbalist based in Glastonbury, a
rapture, our endless guilt, our bright joy and deep sorrow. Their Priestess of Avalon and Soul Healer. She is a Morgen Sister and
sisterhood reflects our multifaceted nature, as experience and the has written the Herbarium Morgens, a copy of which resides in
touch of Goddess change our inner and outer consciousness. The the Goddess Temple within the Morgen circle.
Morgens teach us of sisterhood, that we are all one and that we are
so much more together than apart. This mutuality is surely necessary O1458 833 724
as we move into the future where the only certainty is change. herbalistmary@icloud
The Morgen Sisterhood reflects how we endeavor to recognise www.avalonherbalmedicine.com

The Morgen Oracles

My Experience of Erice,
Sicily and the
ending of the Temple
by Katinka Soetens

A

large part of coming to Sicily on holiday this year was
to make a pilgrimage to the Temples and especially to
visit the site of the Temple of Astarte, of Aphrodite and
of Venus of Erycina at Erice. I knew there wasn’t much
left to see of this celebrated Temple of the Goddess of sacred
sexuality and love, which had been renowned throughout the
Ancient World and withstood the changing political landscape
of that world for centuries, with only the name of the Goddess
served and worshiped here changing with the new rulers of the
land. Having felt strongly connected to Astarte since learning Her
name in childhood, and remembering the feeling of carrying Her
image in procession (in the form of a beautiful Goddess banner
up the Tor in Glastonbury during the first Goddess Conference in
which Lydia Rule brought ‘her girls’ to grace us all, I have wanted
to stand on the sacred ground of Her high and great temple
singing the praise song of Her name. I was not prepared for the
experience I had in fulfilling this long held dream of visiting here.
Perhaps not so surprising for one working with the reclaiming of
sexuality as sacred in a patriarchal world where we as human beings
have become conditioned to be as far removed from that innate
in-the-body-truth as it is practically possible to be.
Eryx, and Elymian city famous for its magnificent Goddess temple,
was build around the site of an altar and sanctuary to the Goddess
of the Sicans. The fires of Her temple flame were an important mark
for navigators from and to Africa since the earliest times.
The Phoenicians, founders of Carthage which was later strongly
linked with Erice, loved and honoured Goddess as Astarte here. A
bowl inscribed by ‘a servant of Astarte Erycina’ found in Carthage
bears witness to the widespread reaches of Her honouring. Every
year the Phoenicians released hundreds of white doves (bird of
the Goddess of Love) from Erice’s temple on the feast of Anagogia
in mid August, as offering for safe navigation and thanks for safe
journeys. Nine days later, a red (or pink) dove would fly back from
the temples of Carthage in response, representing the Goddess
of love Herself, and arrive at the festival of Katagogia (homeward
journey). To this day, the feast day of the Catholic patron saint of
Erice; Our Lady of Custonaci, is held on the 16th August.
Greek mythology names Aeneas (son of Venus according
to the Romans) and the surviving Trojans (whom the historicus
Thucydides in 500BC names as the Elymians) traveling with him
after the Trojan war (so perhaps 1300-1250BCE), as founders of the
city and temple in honour of his Mother. There are also mythical
as well as archaeological links between the Minoan and other
Goddess cultures of the Bronze Age Mediterranean and Erice. As a
noted landmark of important trade routes, the sea-faring traders of
Crete would have known this place. One of their settlements a little
further down the coast from Erice at Herakleia Minoa, attests to the
presence of these great Goddess loving people on this island.
Indeed, it is said that Daedalus in his flight from Crete’s descent
into Mycenaean rule, came here and also founded a city in these
lands where the daughters of Sican king Cocalo held the power

Temple of Erice, photo Katinka Soetens
of inheritance, of life and of death (in other words,there was a non
patriarchal lineage).
Deadalus, great designer, architect and engineer, visited the
Temple of Aphrodite, ‘golden bee hive of love’ at Erice, and, as the
historicus Diodoro Siculo tells us, saw that the cliff was so high that
the buildings of the temple threatened to fall over the precipice. He
undertook the strengthening and building of a surrounding wall;
impossible big blocks on top of the very edge of the cliff rising into
the sky and still standing today.
Offering magnificent views and often shrouded mysteriously in
the mists known locally as the ‘Veils of Venus, the great Temple
stood raised above the surrounding temple complex as a bright
beacon for the world to see. Perhaps with doors like those of the
Temple of Athena at Syracuse, made of ivory and gold gleaming in
the sunlight, or perhaps a simple marble building radiating healing,
and offering the gifts of the Goddess where Her priestesses served
all who came in search for Her.
The Romans greatly honoured the temple of Erice, Claudius payed
for a restoration (which added the Roman ritual preparation baths to
the side of the sanctuary of the Goddess), as She was much loved in
Rome where Venus Erycina had her own temple dedicated on the
Roman Capitol. Diodorus in his classical work states that the veneration
expressed by Romans had a considerable official and political meaning:
once on the island, consults, praetors and other authorities had to
honour the Goddess here through traditional ceremonies as well as by
visiting the sacred embodiment of the Goddess ( Her priestesses) so
that the Goddess could be pleased by their presence.
At all times, the Temple of the Goddess of Love named as
Astarte, Aphrodite or Venus, had sacred sexual priestesses serving
Her and performing Her rites. The magical powers of Love and
embodied sacred sexuality are easy to underestimate through a
patriarchal lens of perception. The women of the Temple of Erice,
like elsewhere, were not prostitutes, sacred or otherwise, nor
temple slaves. They were not drugged by priests and forced into
sexual servitude; they were not bound by threat or shame into
a duty they had to perform for their family or standing in society.
They were empowered priestesses choosing to serve their Lady as
sacred sexual vessel through which to fully experience the physical
and emotional Love of Goddess. It is said that the sacred sexual

priestess of old could stop the warring between people with her
presence and her love making. It is said that no one entering into
the full experience of Love with Goddess can ever be in a place of
violence within themselves and with another. That such a one will
honour all women as Her mirror and all men as the reflection of
Her Beloved. This is a profound, consciousness expanding, heart
opening, sacred and life changing experience for all involved, as I
can attest from personal experience.
Finding myself standing in what once was the sanctuary of this
most sacred ground of which only some few bits of Roman and Doric
pillar and the odd temple stone once incorporated into a Medieval
church wall are to be found. A sense of desolation hangs over the
evidence of the Roman ritual baths and part of the temple steps on
which I sat for a while contemplating the complete eradication of
Her temple under the Christian emperor Constantine. ‘How dare
they’ rises easily here, when I see the contemptuous disrespect
of patriarchy to what was sacred then and what is sacred to me
now. Recent excavations have found some deeply dug foundations,
which, by their masonry techniques of the use of large square sand
stone blocks instead of the later use of shapeless local limestone,
proof the outline of the temple sanctuary and of some of the outer
temple buildings. These and those large stone impossible outer
walls are now all that remains within the ruins of the fortification.
Tears streamed softly for all that has been lost here and left in
desolation, I was struck by the deliberate and utter nature of the
destruction and the profound attempt at eradication of anything that
might have held the memory of this temple. (they did not succeed
of course). It felt to me that apart from the teeth of time that leave
their mark of decay, here was an element of vindictiveness to the
destruction, similar to that of the vengeful Romans, who upon their
long fought victory over Cathage, raised the city to the ground,
leaving no stone standing, and, sparing no one, killed all the
inhabitants, before ploughing the fertile fields with salt so nothing
would grow there. I have no doubt the desecration of the temple
here was as complete.
The temple of Astarte, of Venus Erycina disappeared beneath
the now also long gone church to Santa Maria della Neve (snow,
white; the colour of Aphrodite) in the centre of a Norman fort. Her
marble and stone used for other buildings, her altar broken and her
priestesses killed. The later Norman fort which, with the fullness of its
towering walls, must have blocked the once magnificent views had
from and of the temple site, a place of warfare and a strong statement
of the power over rule of the victor in the place of the sanctuary
of Love. These high-fortified walls still stand; such a perfect symbol
for a world and individuals becoming closed to sacred sexual love.
Patriarchy cuts off connection to Goddess and others with teachings
telling of the feminine, the body and sexuality as sin, and imposing
power-over undermining fear based rules, so that, instead of being
wide open in ecstasy practicing the sacred connection, men and
women become ‘walled off’ from each other and from Her love.
Sitting in a quiet corner on a Greek temple pillar base, I reached
into the spaces between time, feeling for the resonance of Her
energy, for the sisters who served here, the brothers who came to
honour and be held in Her love here, for a memory, and found no
one and nothing. For the first time in a very long time I could not
feel the threads of connection to the Beyond, to the time before
the Great Forgetting, it was as if a door had closed on that far past
and a sense of nothingness, of broken links, where not even an
echo remains to trace back, pressed in on me. I felt anger, outrage,
fear, a lot of fear and loneliness and a feeling of non-attachment,
of drifting away lost. Then slowly a sensation of spaciousness and
stillness as I continued to breathe it all into my heart, wave after
nauseating wave, daring the heart-breath practice we do as part of

the Rhiannon priestesshood.
After a long while when I opened my eyes, there were large
orange butterflies all around the crumbling stones, vibrating with
aliveness. Calling Her name then, kissing the temple stone, bowing
in gratitude on the earth, invoking Astarte, whispering Her name in
the sunlight, smelling the far below sea on the breeze. Feeling Her,
strong and total, immediate and soft, Radiance, Love, slipping into
full embodiment; nothing is lost even when everything is lost.
Exquisite ecstasy like soft orgasmic ripples wanting to rock my
body as I breathe, opening to Her, making space, expanding into
the surrender of Yes, becoming Her in me and being still, sitting
on a broken stone in sunlight filled with butterflies. Sending Her
my gratitude, in this sacred place, for all that She gives me, for
this life now, this golden life of freedom, of pleasure as ritual, of
remembering, of sacred service and of love. Then feeling my heart
overflowing as I sensed priestess sisters of this lifetime around me.
Crying again, I called you in: my way-showers, visionary priestess
teachers, friends. Those women and men who work as the bringers
of the change in sacred sexuality within tantra, sacred birth workers,
those who serve the Lady in this life time as Priestesses of now,
my soul sisters. My fellow sacred sexual priestesses of Rhiannon,
Tribe … calling your names into this place. Calling you brothers,
men of the Goddess, men of my heart, Priests of Rhiannon, I said
your names in this temple place of Love, Her people who love and
serve life. And all those who choose in their own ways to walk the
Path of Love, I honoured you here. May we serve Her well, may
we remember and be the change, may we walk in beauty, may we
know and support each other when we meet, May She bless and
guide us. The time of hiding is over, this is the time of the Great
Remembering, the turning of the Age, the beginning of the new.
Walking down the cobbled streets of the ancient mountain town
below the temple rock I know that for me this is the gift of Her
temple at Erice today. Blessed Be.
Katinka Soetens, Priestess of Rhiannon and Priestess of Avalon

Glass Walk
for Winter Solstice

Find inner stillness as you walk the sparkling
crystal shards in the depth of winter

Friday 18 December 7.30pm
Goddess Hall , Glastonbury
£30.00
BOOKING ESSENTIAL
please email Weeza at
bearfootwalking@outlook.com

Samhain Poetry
Brighde Crosses
Her Wheel
Known as the pure Maiden Bridie
She laughs and plays
and spins Her Wheel around
Discovering Her own Power
Her Pure, Magical Self
Bridie jumps and crosses over
Meeting Her golden Mother
Bridie’s white Innocence scatters
And Bridget holds her
in the Unknown
Close to Her Heart
Safe in Her arms
Healing is Her nourishment
Deep is Her Love
as Bridget remembers
They are two sides of the light mirror
Mother and Maiden
Inspiration and Abundance
as Her Wheel turns
around and around
Known as the wild Lover Bride
She dances and twirls
and spins Her Wheel around
Challenging Her own Power
Her Sensual, Magical Self
Bride leaps and crosses over
Meeting Her black Grandmother
Bride’s red Flowing dries out
And Brighid holds Her
in the Unknown
Close to Her Hearth
Safe at Her fire
Healing is Her potion
Deep is Her Wisdom
as Brighid remembers
They are two sides of the dark mirror
Crone and Lover
Shadow and Transformation
as Her Wheel turns
around and around
Marion Brigantia
Priestess of Avalon, Priestess of Brighde

Old Crone I feel Your Breath …
Old Crone I feel your breath
Upon my face.
Yours is the world of saggy bits
And wrinkly bits
Of varifocals, and extensive dental work.
Of making sure my back is supported
When I sit for long periods
Of talking LOUDER THAN I HAVE EVER DONE
So I can still hear myself speak.
Remembering the rustle of a wedding dress
The smell of a new born baby
Fragments of poems learnt at school
And your smile. Always your smile …
Yet losing keys, people,
Losing my way even –
Old Crone I feel your breath
Upon my face.
I am counting out the days
When all my prescriptions are free
Bus passes. Train passes. Everything passes.
When I neither have a good day
Nor a bad day at the office
But no day at the office.
When I can doze in the afternoon sunlight
Tend my runner beans.
Sit In teashops. Take up bowls.
Join the National Trust.
Sit in a car, parked on the sea front
Drinking tea from a flask
And listening to Classic FM.
Old crone I feel your breath
Upon my face …
Bugger to all of that.
Give me one last, wild, ecstatic dance
One dream I can follow to the ends of the earth
One night of pure longing …
One song that I can sing
Over and over again
Until the notes are pure enough
To shatter every glass.
Old crone I feel your breath
Upon my face …
Bring it on. I am ready …
Lorraine Pickles.
Priestess of Avalon, Co-Editor Goddess Temple News
The Soul Catchers is a CD including a cycle of poems written for, and
included in, seasonal ceremonies in the Goddess Hall from 2010 - 2015.
Please see Facebook page for details.

Pondering of a Grandmother

I was sitting in my garden today, with my little dog on my lap and
thinking about the passage of time. It felt as if it was only yesterday
that I was a young woman, leaving home as a young bride, with
my very own prince charming, and a suitcase full of dreams … or
should I say fantasies. Time certainly proved that they were indeed
fantasies, as the realities of living in a patriarchy slowly changed me
and my life as the years went by.
I pondered on the many times I thought I was “in crisis” and how
it seemed the world was going to end, if this or that did not happen.
Of course the world went on and so did I, and I finally learned the
important lesson that life goes on no matter what drama we create.
All in all, I was able to agree with myself that my life has been
pretty good, and that the scars I wear were worth it and do not
detract in any way from my beauty or strength. That I have made
it to the stage of Grandmotherhood, almost intact, and save for
arthritis in the lower back and the occasional bad cold that lays me
low, I am pretty healthy physically. As to my mental health, lets just
say I am mostly sane, enjoy life to the fullest and feel I am of service
to my community. Not bad.
In this 68th year, I have been approached on several fronts to
sit on panels of Wise Elders or Grandmothers. Each time, without
hesitation, I have responded that the idea of a Wisdom Council of
Elders or Grandmothers is a wonderful idea – I would be honored
to be included. In this past year of transition, as I danced into my
68th year on our Mother, I have thought a great deal about what it
means to be a Grandmother. It looks like this to me :
I see an elder woman, with the lines of age on her face and
the inner songlines of her passion and wisdom informing her
daily activities and creations. I see her sitting surrounded by her
community, especially the young ones … gently putting out a hand
to correct a potential fall, or offering a word of encouragement
when Spirits flag, and always loving fiercely – with every fiber of her
being – the community she is a part of. I see a woman who spends
long delicious hours processing what the years have brought and
continue to bring, from the vantage point of understanding that
everything changes and that it is a good thing that they do.
She sees the value in her Goddess given gifts and spends a good
deal of time refining and honing and paring away what is no longer
appropriate for this time in her life. The wings that have carried her

very high are no longer as strong, yet now her back is stronger than
ever, as she sits straight and tall and waits for the Universe to unfold.
With age, her backside is much fuller (a bit too full!!!!) and she is
grounded and at ease with the passage of time. She loves to sit
and tell stories, her own and those that have been told since Time
began, and she knows that the Story never ends.
She loves to be with her sisters, especially those she has known
for a long time, and have deep rich conversations. She has learned
the lesson that it is OK to agree to disagree, and loves to put her
ideas forward fully … authentically … without hedging or sweetening
if they happen to be challenging ideas of others. Yet at the same
time, she does her best to be kind and sensitive to others.
Her connection with the animals in her life has moved forward,
and she loves to sit in her garden, her little dog on her lap, who
is also a Grandmother, and be as still as possible, as the birds
come closer and closer the longer she sits quietly. She sees and
understands this as a metaphor for LIFE and savors every nuance
of sound, smell, and sight that she experiences, knowing that these
experiences will be the sweet memories that sustain her when she
can no longer sit outside.
How blessed I feel to have reached this stage in my life, when so
many I love have passed in this last year. I offer these pondering in
gratitude and in their memory, deepening my conviction to be the
best that I can be in every moment and to appreciate LIFE to the
fullest in compassion and humility. I wish the same for you.
Loving you always, Anique Radiant Heart, Founder of the Global
Goddess Training, and Australian Goddess Temple.

Support the
Goddess Temple
Giving Your Time and Energy
The Goddess Temple is open to the public seven days a week
with volunteer Temple Melissas looking after the space while
it is open. All kinds of people come to the Temple, some
experiencing a Goddess Sacred Space for the first time, and
many Goddess pilgrims who come to bathe in Her loving
energy, to attend Ceremonies and Healing Days. We always
need more volunteer Temple Melissas. If you would like to
become a Melissa and can offer two or more hours of your
time regularly to care for this beautiful sacred space. Contact
Dawn Kinsella – dawnkinsella@hotmail.co.uk.

Become a Temple Madron
Make a monthly standing order donation to the Goddess
Temple to help cover our regular monthly costs. Any amount
you can donate will support the Temple. As a Temple
Madron you will receive our Temple Newsletter four times a
year, plus invitations to special yearly Madrons, Friends and
Melissa days where Goddess speakers and presenters will
delight and entertain you. Please see details on the Temple
website: http://www.goddesstemple.co.uk/index.php/
how-you-can-help.
Make standing orders to The Glastonbury Goddess Temple,
Sort Code : 40-22-07 Account No. : 21374532.
Let us know your address for newsletters by emailing :
info@goddesstemple.co.uk.

Emotional
Healing
Intensive

Ten Hours: Exploring the
Mountains of Avalon
with Kathy Jones

With

Kathy Jones
Friday 13th evening, Saturday 14th,
Sunday 15th November 2015
For those who want to uncover, express and
heal emotional & psychological wounds of
the past. Meet those issues which prevent you
from being who you truly are.
Working with a variety of healing techniques
including conscious breathing, voice and
movement.
Venue: Goddess Hall, Benedict St, Glastonbury
Fee: £100 for the long weekend
www.kathyjones.co.uk
Info: kathy9jones@gmail.com

Sunday 22nd November
10.00am-8.00pm
	
  

Inner Journeying, Non-talking, Sound,
Stillness & Contemplation
Beyond the visible foothills of the Isle of
Avalon lie the Mountains of the Soul. Using
contemporary & traditional methods we will
explore the inner Mysteries of Avalon for
healing, inspiration & spiritual renewal.

Cost: £50/day (£20 deposit books your place)
Further info: www.kathyjones.co.uk

Goddess Temple Priestesses

• A New Website ! •

We are a network of International Priestesses
and Priests that have all trained with the
Glastonbury Goddess Temple.
On the website find :

Priestesses / Priests local to you
•
• Priestesses / Priests at your travel destination
Use the Service Directory to search for:
•
Handfastings, Baby Namings, Therapists / Healers,
Funeral Care and Moon Lodges.

• Bespoke Ceremonies and Training Courses
• Find Goddess Temples
• Discover Goddess Events.

Find us at : www.goddesstemplepriestesses.com
Email : goddesstemplepriestesses@gmail.com
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